UC President’s Postdoctoral Fellowship Program Workshop

When
Thursday, October 4
9:00 am to 10:30 am

Where
Graduate Resource Center
Room C114 in the UCI Student Center
(Level 1, next to NACS computer lab)

What
UC President’s Post Doctoral Fellowship Program provides a year-long research and professional development experience at a UC Campus. Fellows are hosted by a department/program and mentored by one or more faculty. The award provides salary, health benefits, and up to $4,000 for research-related and program expenses.

Why
Gain insight from UCI faculty about the purpose and rewards of the President’s Postdoctoral Fellowship Program. Have your questions answered about the application process by program participants. Deadline for this year’s competition is November 1st.

Who
Open to postdoctoral scholars and graduate students enrolled in doctoral granting programs in all fields ranging from the Arts, Humanities, Social Ecology, and Social Sciences to Biological Sciences, Engineering, Computer Science, and Physical Sciences.

Sponsored by
UCI ADVANCE PROGRAM and Graduate Division

Come and learn more about the opportunity to contribute to the diversity and equal opportunity at the University of California.

Refreshments will be served.

Please RSVP to leefy@uci.edu by Tuesday, October 2nd.